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My vision for Posture Plus is to inspire and motivate all whom
it reaches ~ both directly through contact with me and
indirectly via my program providers and products.
My goal is to have my touch extend beyond my reach.
The fulfilment of my dream is to leave a movement habit
known commonly as DMP ~ Daily Movement Practice (in the
form of Posture Plus and other projects I am connected to).
DMP successfully inspires people, changes their movement
and daily habits which leaves the world with more people
valuing and respecting their body.
Welcome to Posture Plus; welcome to Fluid Physicality!
Movement is not an
inconvenience.
Be the exception- get on the
floor daily.
xxxDe
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PRINCIPLES OF POSTURE PLUS summary:
change your habits ~ change your life
Principles in detail:
1. SUBTLE YET SIGNIFICANT CHANGES:
Setting your intention before doing the exercise and focusing your attention to
where you are; what you are doing and what you want to achieve from the
exercise are all needed to achieve your objective. It is the intentional attention
that opens the slither of a shift, the directive shift to overcome the physical or
emotional resistance, the physiological shift that completes the task and the
physical/ structural shift that guides the change.
2. SENSATION OF PROGRESS:
Being directive to the body will take you to places and positions you were
once certain you’d never do or never want to do in some cases.
Understanding the signals of the body and knowing you are in control (as a
matter of a conscious/ awareness discussion with the body) enables you to
direct the experience and thus the outcome of the exercise. The brain is
programmed to keep you safe, it only knows “pain”/ danger, or nice. Educating
your system to recognise the intense sensations of stretching and working as
(what we have coined as) “the sensations of progress” means you can direct
the situation and ultimately the outcome.
3. FEET & PELVIC TRIANGLE
Your foundations and control centre. Feet are your foundations when you
stand and your pelvis is your foundation when you sit. Having conscious
control and mobility of both areas
plays a significant roll in your
success and comfort during
training. Being able to manipulate
your posture/ position ever so
slightly at the pelvis can and does
make significant changes to the
range of exercises and results of
said exercises ~ period. Being
mobile; flexible; and strong through
the feet and ankles opens a
smorgasbord of exercises and
variations to satisfy and entertain
you forever.
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Principles in detail cont...
4. DAILY 8 (D8) DAILY
The purpose of the D8 changes
as your body and physicality
changes. Initially the D8 give you
an intense workout/ stretch,
opening new ranges of movement
and emotional freedom. Once you
are familiar with the movements
and have worked on the positions
to get into all exercises with some
semblance of ease, they become
test positions for you to explore
areas that need attention. The D8
are your ‘daily movement vitamin’
and your ‘independence
insurance check’.
5. MAINTAINING THE CHANGES
In our ‘instant gratification’ society, everyone wants the once only- quick fix.
Unfortunately we use our body’s day in day out, like washing your clothes and
fueling the body with food, movement is a daily necessity (see D8 Daily!). The
body wants to be in alignment; it wants to be functional and pain free... that is
why its so ‘noisy’ when something is dysfunctional. The intelligence of the
body will dissolve the signal of success, that sensation of bliss and simple
effortlessness you feel when you have released and re-aligned yourself. This
allows us to forget the benefit of our ‘hard work’ which makes it easy for our
brain to tell us its all just hard work! (see D8 Daily!)
6. EXPLORE THE POSITION/ YOUR POTENTIAL
Because we are programmed for safety and survival, until we have taught the
body to recognize the ‘sensation of progress’ as a positive signal, the body
will not be willing to let you explore the bounds of your perceived limits. Your
capacity is far greater than your brain allows you to assume, and will keep you
far from your potential let alone capacity, especially when you are playing with
new movement. This is when you need to be directive and be mindful of what
your intention is and set your attention to achieving that. Knowing what you
are meant to be feeling and where you should be feeling it, is paramount to
being able to emerge beyond your previous restrictions.
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7. WORK THE EXERCISE
Movement is not an inconvenience. There is a
major difference between doing a movement
(copying; mimicking; going through the motions)
and working the exercise with intention. It can be
likened to person expressing their experience
after being to Africa and someone telling you
about it after watching it on Discovery channel!
You need to be present to the exercise; mindful of
your intention and put every last drop of energy
and oxygen in to it. You will not ‘get it’ if you are
not present and you don’t focus on what you are
both doing and aiming to achieve.
8. OUTCOME (INTENTION/ INTENSITY)
Knowing where you are headed is always
necessary for a successful journey. Each and every exercise is a movement
journey. Having a goal; a target; and desired sensation will enable you to
integrate all the ingredients needed to complete the journey, each and every
time. This also gives you a much broader menu to play with from your
ingredients, one exercise can be used for different outcomes (e.g. Pelvic
Curls). Completing your movement journey will be especially enjoyable if you
aim for efficient and effective practice.
9. AWARENESS & MINDFULNESS
Nearly all the principles of Posture Plus have some degree of ‘mindfulness’ to
them. This principle of Awareness & Mindfulness is to ensure you are kind
and gentle to the body, whilst expanding its potential and fulfilling its capacity.
Movement rules apply to this principle like; roll to your side before getting up;
one leg up & down at a time when supine on the floor; don’t use the muscles
that were on stretch to come out of that position. etc. This also applies to the
‘Recovery Positions’, be sure to utilise these to allow the body time to
assimilate the exercise and/ or ensure you have not gone too far too quickly.
10. VARIETY IS THE SPICE OF LIFE
We are habitual creatures and we are creatures of comfort. To keep
progressing and to maintain the gains of previous work, one much continually
challenge the body. Continually challenge does not mean continually harder;
more intense; more reps. Continually challenge means changing the order;
intensity; duration; tempo; weight; type of exercise and frequency of exercise.
Do your D8 in a different order (frequently); try a completely new form of
exercise occasionally; do the exercises you know at different speeds and with
different intensities, the options and combinations are endless. You can’t
possibly get bored!
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PRINCIPLES OF POSTURE PLUS summary:
change your habits ~ change your life
1. SUBTLE YET SIGNIFICANT CHANGES ~ intention & attention.
2. SENSATION OF PROGRESS ~ reduce fear & ‘map’ sensation/ feedback.
3. FEET & PELVIC TRIANGLE ~ harmonic balance & control centre’s.
4. DAILY 8 (D8) DAILY ~ elongate in the evening.
5. MAINTAINING THE CHANGES ~ easy to create, maintaing them is where
the ‘work’ is.
6. EXPLORE THE POSITION/ YOUR POTENTIAL ~ what are you feeling &
where do you feel it.
7. WORK THE EXERCISE ~ don’t mimic the movement/ position you see.
8. OUTCOME (INTENTION/ INTENSITY) ~ movement is not an
inconvenience, it is necessary.
9. AWARENESS & MINDFULNESS ~ be gentle and kind to your body.
10. VARIETY IS THE SPICE OF LIFE ~ mix it up; do other things; weekly
variety aids progress and adherence.
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A little something to
get you started
You may not realise the subtle yet
significant difference a quality
program makes to your physical
success. The unique informative
approach provided by the
Posture Plus program is effective
and life changing. All you have to
do is turn up!
Testimonial ------------- Link to
trent’s pix and testimonial
If you do actually turn up, then we have an Outcome Guarantee. We want you
to invest in a pain free future for yourself. This then becomes a partnership.
The Posture Plus program will provide you the tools to easily achieve exactly
that, you provide the commitment to yourself through your practice.
What is wrong about the picture above??
Living a 21st century life (doing as you do), you are abusing - damaging and
retarding your physique. The ‘magic pill’ the ‘quick fix’ that you are looking for
is Posture Plus BUT it is not as simple as sprinkling some ‘fix it’ dust in the
form of one class a week, or attending class for a season and all is corrected.
Unfortunately most of us spend our day in the 21st century posture- flexed;
hunched; strained; stressed; tight and tired. Just like the picture above!
21st century life is stressful – juggle – juggle - juggle... that is just ‘how it is’.
What you can change is your awareness and once you are aware of what you
are doing (or not doing) then you can actually change those habits.
We know you have to do what you have to do. Change how you spend your
free time doing exactly what you like to do! Posture Plus has got your health
covered with something as simple as the Daily 8’s daily by having you in the
habit of “elongating in the evening”.
Daily Movement Practice
Doing your Daily 8’s DAILY will ensure you do not become your parents!
Now that may seem harsh and it certainly does not apply to everyone. But, in
the broad sense of the world’s population, we know we can always be more
mindful of our body and our movement habits.
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Give your self the peace of mind and your body will go the distance. With
Posture Plus not only is the DAILY Movement Practice important, the
education that comes with the movement is key to long term adherence and
success. Knowledge is power and we aim to empower you to know what to do
and when to do it AND have you embody the wisdom to know the difference.
DMP is to become as habitual as eating and breathing.
Who’s supporting you?
Who is there to guide you and encourage you …. Who is going to keep you
on track? I am and the Posture Plus Program Providers are too. I will
personally keep you on track through the Posture Plus Online Membership.
Our team of Program Providers will also keep you on track if you attend their
sessions in your local area. Your success inspires us! We are here to help you
learn ~ change and invigorate your life.
Testimonial ----------Sari

Posture Plus – Why
the Monkey ?
Monkeys unlike 21st century humans remain agile - animated - mobile and
energetic life long. Monkeys do not have restrictive socialization patterns,
ageing into rigid lifeless beings like us 21st century humans.
Joining Posture Plus means you will become
accustomed to moving (even rolling) on the
floor – discovering the world is really a
playground, for adults and children alike.
It is hard to be balanced when in pain.
It is hard to be calm – relaxed – happy when
in pain.
Posture Plus is the missing link to balancing
your body – being the exception and learning
how to look after yourself.
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Be nice to your body
Join now and collect your handbook to
how the body works – ‘Common Wisdom ~ the body edition’.
Equipment free – chemical free - organic. For a body that is adaptable and
flexible to your changing needs.
You do not need to live with physical decline. Age with vigour (like the
exuberance monkeys have lifelong). Do things you had long ceased doing!

Pain will never be ‘pain’ again.
For those whom suffer pain, “it” will come back- you will trigger the problem
and ‘go back’ into that same state that lead you to Posture Plus in the first
place, but, you will no longer suffer. Knowing what is happening- what you can
and will do about it and that what was once painful and restrictive, will simply
be a reminder that you are off-track and not being intentional with your daily
practice on all levels!
Once you reach this point, once you are in that pattern, you will realise you
are not ‘fixing’ things – you are addressing the needs of the physical, and you
need to do so because you have not been equanimous and synchronous in
your life…
Knowing all this, means you will fall back in to that slumber less and
less and each time you do, it will be shorter and less intense than the
time previous. You will oscillate back and forth (in & out of ‘pain’) until
you live an intentional life with your daily movement practice ensuring
life is synchronous and on purpose.
No sensation – No success
Most people would agree PAIN is BAD unpleasant and we humans spend our
lives avoiding or moving away from pain.
Those who join the Posture Plus program
are surprised to learn that most ‘pain’ is
unnecessary and 99.9% of “pain” when
stretching is in fact not “pain” and thus,
through Posture Plus you will learn how
to read your body, stimulating some
amazing changes as a result.
The Posture Plus program will teach you
how to get the most out of your body,
more from your training and be able to
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read the signals from your body and decipher what they mean.
Subtle yet significant differences actually signal completely different meanings
and thus require different responses (if one is actually needed at all!)
Learning to read the signals from your body means you will know when to
train, when to rest, when to push, when to seek assistance. Knowing what to
do and when, eliminates time consuming guesswork and hesitant agitation /
distress. The result.... the end of suffering!
You will discover with the Posture Plus Program that there is stretching and
then there is stretching effectively! The one’s that “hurt” are the ones you need
- and if there is no sensation, there is no success or progress… your real
‘pain’ will keep coming back. What you feel during your practice is NOT pain,
what you feel and are aiming for is the ‘Sensation of progress’.

The Missing Link
Posture Plus is your key to a
pain free future. With the
Posture Plus outcome
guarantees you will have
answers and you will become
better at managing your body,
your health and your life.

Posture Plus –
We simply Make you Better!

Outcome Guarantees ~ Answers and Inspiration
Explaining the ‘how & why’ 21st century life creates dysfunction, the Posture
Plus program gives you the answers to resolve; dissolve and repair your
dysfunction. The body needs to move in all directions, everyday.
Posture Plus opens physical connection and awareness which is the starting
point for gaining functional balance.
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One of the simplest ways to ensure you ‘get it’, to enable you to feel the
physical connection to what is needed is all to do with Intention.
It was mentioned above “unplug and get connected”... well, setting your
intention and then focusing your intent with every move and position you do
(as you do it) will give you the connection to unravel the dysfunction of the
body.
During all movements, but
repeated specifically during
the Daily 8’s are the following
Intention setting check points:
What are you doing?
Why are you doing it?
What should you be feeling/
aiming for?
Where should you be feeling it?
If you follow that thread of
questioning through EVERY
movement you make, you will never get bored, you will always know what you
need to be doing, you will always know how to correct; improve; challenge
each and every movement. You will be directing your minds eye on to you, in
the now and you will be totally aware and connected to the needs of your
body.
As the saying goes ‘its not what you say, its how you say it’. We we have one
for movement ‘its not what you do, its how you do it’. Mindful practice
leads to Intentional Living.
In a sense Posture Plus is an educational program. The definition of
Education is: ‘The discovery that something new is possible. To discover, to
bring out and unfold, to help people learn how to think rather than teach then
what to think. to show ways of looking rather than showing what to look at.’
Macquarie Dictionary
‘Be the exception’
From an inspirational standpoint creating and teaching Posture Plus was to
inspire people to move. To have DMP (daily movement practice) part of
everyones life and routine. To dissolve the Western pattern of only doing
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restorative exercise when in recovery from an injury. To have all ages and all
cultures in the routine of DMP.
Social conditioning has a lot to
answer for. It is strange, even
abnormal to be on the floor and
moving your body around as desired
and as needed to release and
unwind from travel; a meeting; or to
simply ‘feel out’ and complete a do a
DIY – body tune up.
The pic of me here is at an airport
terminal in the departure lounge. I
say....
‘Be the exception’
‘Be the exception’ to what’s expected
to whats desired
to the rule
to social norms
to the usual
‘Be the exception’ and balance your body
and thank your body through DMP
and look after yourself
The body is a delicate and sophisticated machine that requires awareness,
respect, maintenance and movement (daily). Learn how to look after your
body and thank your body for it’s service to and for you, if you do so (daily) it
will serve you well.
Let your practice be the prayer, your body the temple through Moving
Meditation daily.
A SHIFT IN MINDSET & MOTIVATION
A kinaesthetic experience, rather than anaesthetic experience
(plugged in and unconscious!) unplug and get connected- to yourselfto your body- to the moment- to the universe.
Posture Plus initially is step by step and you will consciouslymechanically be ‘doing’ things.
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You will ask for

~ a list
~ a formula
~ a program

Posture Plus will give you

~ a list
~ a formula
~ a program

BUT…. In time you will become the practice. You will feel what is
needed and you will have the box of choices to draw from, for any
situation; sensation; or movement goal.
Then you are free!
You are free to create your own daily routine. You are free to
maneuver and manipulate your structure/ posture/ position and be
adaptable to your environment, so you never need suffer at the hands
of the unknown.

Join the Posture
Plus Online program
today

www.donnaeddy.com
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